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CIVIL SOCIETY PARTICIPA11ON

Henrique M. de Barros'

1 .lntroduction

The Multilateral Development Banks - MDBs -, together with the
Intemational Monetary Fund - IMF ,2 form the powerful group of
the International Financial Institutions - IFIs -, which over the Iast
two decades has assumed a growing role in both lending and ruling
on development issues. This paper will focus mainly on MDBs, in
particularthe Wodd Bank and the Inter-A me,ican Development Bank
- IDA -, although the exchange among IFIs has promoted an
increasing identity of their policies and practices.

Since fts creation in 1944, the World Bank -WB -became the world's
largest lender for development projects. In its 50 years of operations,
lending figures indicate a total of 3,660 projects financed, amounting
US$ 249 billions in mid 1994 (FY94) 3 . In the FY94 only, Latin America
has received US$ 4.7 billion, corresponding to 23% of the total WB
loans. Brazil is among the tive biggest borrowers, together with

1 Fundacão Joaquim Nabuco and Universidade Federal Rural de Pernambuco, Recife/Brazil.
The inain research upon wtiich this paper is based was sponsored by OXFAM-BraZfl and CNPq-
Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científica e Tecnológico. Original paper delivered to
lhe Xxvi coNoREss OF THE CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR CARIBBEAN ANO LATIN
AMERICAN STIJDIES, Toronto, November g-11, 1995.

2 The IMF was formerty designed to promete lhe adjustment of external accounts of lhe Westem
co~ in lhe post-War penod. From the 1910%, it became increasingly invoived in promoting
lhe revision or internal macroeconomic policies as a way to taclde the problerns ei extemal
accounts a1 the roor.

3 World Bank data refers always to lhe Fiscal Vear (FY), starting on the 1 s July of lhe previous
calendar year and ending «1 lhe aOth June ci' lhe currenl calendar year.
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Mexico, India, indonesia, and Turkey. These five countries have
concentrated 22% of the number of projects and 40% of the amount
lent until that year, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Accumuiated overail World Bank lending per main
borrowers, FY94.

US$ millions

Country	 Total loans	 % No. of projects %

Mexico	 23,418.6	 9.4	 146	 4.0
India	 21,838.2	 8.8	 153	 4.1
BRAZIL	 21,689.7	 8.7	 206	 5.6
Indonesia	 20,411.7	 8.2	 188	 5.1
Turkey	 12,057.9	 4.8	 112	 3.1
China	 11,759.4	 4.7	 82	 2.2
Argentina	 8,741.8	 3.5	 58	 1.6

Sub-total:	 119,917.3 48.1	 945	 25.7

Total:	 249,398.3	 100	 3,660	 100

Source: World BankAnnual Report, 1994, p.230.
Note: Figures do not include IDA lending.

Further than lending, the WB has also become lhe World's main
source for most economic and social indicators, at both international
and country leveis. Also, its theoretical work on development issues
may be seen as the main stream of the current thought on
development. The Bank also supports intemal and extemal expert
committees for developrnent of new technologies in both industry
and agriculture. Since 1992, the WB has been granted the
management of the G7 fund for research on lhe Environment and
the Pilot Program for the Protection of Tropical Forests, adding these
new areas to its expertise on development issues.

The 1DB was established in 1959, starting lending in 1961. It was
part of lhe current movement towards continental integration as a
way to break the secular trend of political disputes and economic
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isolalion among LAC countiies. Long temi trend of 1DB lending shows
a growing role of 1DB relativa to the WB in providing externai finance
to lhe region, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Evolution of World Bank and 1DB lending to LAC,
1984-1994.

US$ millions

Vears	 1DB	 World Bank

1984	 3,320	 3,029
1985	 2,985	 3,698
1986	 2.969	 4,771
1987	 2,287	 5,152
1988	 1,601	 5,264
1989	 2,553	 5,842
1990	 3,803	 5,865
1991	 5,330	 5,234
1992	 5,992	 5,662
1993	 5,933	 6,169
1994	 5,236	 4,747

Source: 1DB, President's Report to lhe Board on Bank Activities in
1994.

This paper concentrates on the changing character of MDBs relations
with LAC, Brazil and Peru in particular, over lhe 1990s. Recent
carnpaigns Ied by intemational NGOs have called for a downsizing
of MDB5 as a whole, as a way to reduce lhe growing damage inflicted
by their policies and projects to Southem societies. In response to
this criticism, MDBs have increasingly tiied to accommodate in their
papers and projects concepts such as transparency, participation,
or even povefty alleviation. However, while the explicit nature of
MDB5 operations remained the "creation of an enabling environment"
for private sector—based growth, thatwill provide little room, if any, for
the poor as a beneficiary of MDBs projects.

4 For a detailed discussion of 1DB Iending paltems see Griffith-Jones, 1994.
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In spite of the positive effect of most macroeconomic changes on
traditional economic indicators, lhe adverse effects of adjustment
on poverty, empioyment and working conditions are largely
acknowledged by both offlcial and independentsources (World Bank,
1993b; Veltmeyer, 1993; OXFAM, 1994a,1994b; Graham, 1992).
We argue that this adverse new face of multilateral influence will
have higher degree of permanency than anticipated in current MDBs
literature. It will be evidenced by the deterioration of indicators of
inequality and poverty in connection not only to the character of the
remedies themselves, but mainly due to their process of definition
and enforcement. The cases of Peruvian adjustment and the ongoing
reform process in Brazil will provide some evidence to this point.

2. The changing role of MDBs in LAC

Multilateral lending may be understood as an infiow of finance backed
by a pool of nations and directed to support their member's policies.
Originally, it was conceived as an instrument to provide long temi
finance for public investments in Westem economies, otherwise
restricted by the limited intemal savings capacity during the post-
War time. This financial strategy would prove to be instrumental for
opening new areas for private sector development in the South and
also to sustain industrial employment in North America and Europe.

The Brazilian case exemplifies the hystorical trend of WB lending in
LAC. First loans were typically oriented to infrastructure, especially,
energy and transport. Loans were interrupted between 1955 to 1957
and 1960 to 1964 for disagreements about intemal macroeconomic
policies. The beginning of the military regime in 1964 promptedthe
restarting of lending to the country (Gonzalez et ai., 1990). By the
late sixties, the lending structure became more flexible to incorporate
rural development projects. Cumulative lending to Brazil between
1949-1989 reflects the relative change of importance of both
infrastructure and social sectors loans, as shown in the Annex 1.

During the early 1970s, concepts such as "trickle-down" effect, Basic
Needs and lntegrated Rural Developmentwere introduced in project
design. The Brazilian Northeast, the Sub-Saharan Africa and the
indian sub-continent became targets for a number of lending
experiments which have no more than changed the face of poverty
in those regions. As demonstrated in a vast iiterature produced over
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the 1980s, the Green Revolution and the production-oriented
conservative modemization of Third Wõrld agriculture would not be
enough to improve living conditions for most the rural people.

For MDBs, the main problem of development in the 1970s would
remain withmn economic limits: poverty and inequality, under the
current rationale of development, would be seen as a question of
freeing the Southem economies from any restrictions to market
operation and economic growth.

The 1970s have marked a fundamental change in the traditional
labor division between the IMF and the World Bank. Close
coilaboration between the twa organisations would be necessary
for reaching permanent solutions to what has become an structural
incapacity of Southem economies (and some of the Northem too)
to overcome their extemal budget deficits. The debt crisis of the
early 1980s provided the right conditions for pushing a deeper reforrn
of severe indebted economies, restoring the monetary breathing of
flue intemational financial markets.

Over the last ten years, the restructuring of flue Third World
economies has become the main priority for MDBs policies and
operations. Since them, flue roles and character of MDBs relations
has changed to strengthen interconnection and coherence among
macroeconomic and sector policies. When mede necessary, MDBs
would not hesitate to exercise "their leverage fully to ensure that
impatience, short sightedness, and short temi political pressures
do not derail the reform effort" (The World Bank. Edwards,S., 1993:
9-3)

Some concepts associated to structural adjustment

The structural adjustment became the main priority for MDBs during
the 1980s. Reforms in LAC followed a general framework based on
flue main points below:

* The size of State should be reduced by privatization of public
enterprises, reducing public employment, and raising the productivity
of govemment activities. This would be instrumental for reducing
public deficits and a condition for restarting borrowing from the WB
and other intemational sources. A smaller State would be able to
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keep its budget balanced, therefore reducing inflationary pressures;

* A main step for adjustment iri Southem countries, LAC in particular,
was the removal of trade barriers, reducing import taxes and
abandoning exchange rate-based policies;

* A more efficient State would be able to concentrate in regulatory
and administrative functions, providing an "enabling environment'
for private sector development. The main instruments of reform of
lhe State would be the removal of private employment disincentives,
sucb as high payroll taxes, tight workers right legislation, and
restrictions to lhe normal operation of land and product markets;

* Relieving lhe State from productive functions would also contribute
to release funds needed for supporting lhe social sector, creating
furtber incentives for poverty alleviation and economic development.

Structural reforms would made necessary a newapproach to MDBs
lending. Political pressure, backed by mostthe intemational banking
community, and economic incentives would make room for
agreements involving reforms varying in degree from the radical
swept, as in lhe Peruvian case, to lhe softer and siower, as in lhe
Brazilian expenence to date.

3. A sweeping experience of Structural Adjustment: an
introduction to the Peruvian reform

The Structural Adjustment Loans - SAL - are acknowledge more for
their impacts on the society rather than for their process of
implementation. This section discusses the main adjustment program
undertaken by MDBs in Peru during lhe period 1990-95. Data is
based on official sources and the analysis is restricted by lhe scope
of this paper. The case has been taken by lhe WB as one of the
most comprehensive and fast SA experiment ever.

The Peruvian economic crisis deepened along lhe 1980s. lncreasing
interest rates and failing extemal commodity markets, culminated in
1987 with Alan Garcia's declaration of unilateral moratoria on the
country's intemational debt. From that moment, financial relations
with the rest of the world were cut off, until the sign of an emergency
structural reform program, agreed by lhe Fujiriiori govemment with
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the IMF and the WB soon it carne into power, in August 1990.

According to the World Bank, the Peruvian crisis was rooted in two
decades of public sector expansion, aggravated by the Alan Garcia's
nationalist govem (1985-89). By the end of his popuiist office, the
number of public enterprises have reached 177, from the 29 in 1968,
covering virtually ali sectors of the economy. According to the Bank,
the main indicator of the failure of the statization police was the
rnounting iosses of state owned enterprises (SOEs), starting from
the mid-1980s.

Nevertl-ieiess, the sarne World Bank anaiysis, suggests other causes
for the bad performance of the Peruvian economy. Curiousiy, none
of thern is reiated to the public character of the enterprises
themseives. Firstly, is mentioned the price controi maintained by
the govemment on goods and services produced by SOEs, in an
attempt to lower inflation. Secondly, the drop of main Peruvian
primary exports over the 1980s, in connection with the unfavorable
extemal markets along the decade. The fel] of export prices reached
16% for processed fish, 60% for iead, and 80% for silver (The World
Bank, 1993a).

From August 1990, the Peruvian SA was impiernented, consisting
of a number of rneasures, including:

Macroeconomic Po!icy

* The elirnination of muitipie exchange rates and the introduction of
a floating rate;

* The irnrnediate restarting of debt payments in arrears to the IFis
and starting negotiations with the Paris Ciub. New moriey would be
provided by the iMF and the WB for that purpose;

* The elimination of controis on interest rates, which began to be
determined by the financial rnarkets;

• The elimination of ali price controis in the econorny;

• The starting of an strict controi over the wages in the public sector,
followed by measures to reduce pubiic spending, through the creation
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of a centralized cashier system, with spending tied to receipt;

* Drastic price increasing, reaching 3,000% for fueis and 1,000%
for public services, aiming at recover the rentability of pubiic
enterprises and reduce public deficit.

Fiscal Po!ícy

* The simplification and lowering of the country tax system. Taxes
were consolidated in five categories: (i) on individuais and
enterprises; (ii) on me wealth of individuais and enterprises; (iii) on
the value added of goods; (iv) on the consumption of specific goods;
and (v) on imports;

Ag.'icultural Polícy

* The elimination of ali state monopolies on trade of agricultura]
products;

• The elimination of restrictions to the selling of land, the increasing
of minimum size of properties, and the creation of mechanisms to
prevent land occupation and expropriation. To make these changes
effective, a revision of the national Agrarian Law was proposed;

* The elimination of ali subsidies to agriculturai credit and the
perniission to mortgage iand and its use as coliateral for credit
operations;

* Support to marginal farmers through target poverty programa
"ínstead of credit" (World Bank, 1993);

* The provision of legal conditions for the hand over of irrigation
infrastructure to farmers associations and its maintenance through
coilection of users fees;

* The dereguiation of ali interna] and externa] frade of agricuitural
products, including the eiimination of restrictions to food importa;

Employrnent Po!icy

* The extension of the probation period in working contracta from
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three months up to one year, in order to lower employment costs for
private empioyers. The "flexibilization" 01 working contracts would
also include the creation of botti fixed period and temporary contracts;

P#vatization of State Owned Enterpi'ises -SOEs

* The privatization or liquidation of the whoie Peruvian SOEs, to be
conciuded by tine end 01 the presidential period (1995). Technicai
assistance to tine privatization program would be provided by non-
reimbursabie funds offered by Japan, Gemiany, and the WB;

* Elimination of ali remaining obstacies to private sector participation
in the economy. These included the aboiishing of ali state monopolies
and concessional privileges maintained by the pubiíc sector. Among
these priviieges were inciuded the monopolies on petroleum and
gas expioration, retining, and distribution; on the extraction and
processing of minerais and metais; on the capture and processing
aI fishing; on transports and ports in general, and on urban water
supply and sanitation services.

In order to consubstantiate most the above conditionalities, the
agreements between the WB and the Peruvian govemment
anticipated the legai obstacles tine current legisiation wouid impose
to implement the reforms, and determined the necessary changes
in the pertinent iegisiation. As a general condition for impiementation
of the adjustnient program, tlie government would promote the
necessary changes in the legislation as defined in the terms 01
agreement, as well as wouid present to the WB in advance the draft
of ali laws and decrees associated with the proposed adjustment
policies.

The amplitude and the pre-conception of the legislative refornis
inciuded in the Peruvian SÃ wouid made them inconsistent with any
democratic process. A natural resuit wouid be the closing aI the
National Congress until the conclusion of most of the reforms,
enforced by presidential decrees. Later, the reopening 01 the
Congress, with the caiiing of legisiative elections, was weicome by
the WB as an incentive for foreign investors regain corifidence in
the country (The World Bank, 1993a).

Social consequences of the reforms are vagueiy mentioned in the
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main ternis of agreernent. lnvoluntary redundancies of some 25,000
employees were seen necessary in the preliminary phase of the
program, for shaping the state owned enterprises attractive for
privatization. The costs of iaid 0ff such a huge number of people
were only considered in temis of their positive impact to reduce
public spending. For lowezing the financial costs of privatization,
the program also proposed that compensation for dismissais wouid
be limited to payments of social benefits.

Further social irnpacts of raising unernploymentwere also expected
in communities dependent on some of the largest SOEs, such as
lhe steel piant and fishing processing plants. As a compensation,
were proposed, on top of unspecified monetary aid, the
implementation of programs for job advising and incentives for
creation of micro-enterprises. As an attempt to attract popular support
to the privatization program, it was proposed that a small share of
lhe proceedings of lhe saie of SOEs would be channeled for small
community projects. Later, an lnvestment Social Fund was created,
to provide grants to srnall community projects, using the sarne
approach as the Bolivian FIS and Mexican Solidariedad.

The streamline of the public administration was seen as one of the
pillars for lowering lhe public deficit. Arnong lhe strategies proposed,
early retirernent incentives alone were estimated to cut 14,000jobs
in Mo years, anly in lhe federal department responsibie for social
benefits. This estirnate proved too optimistic in face of the actual
figures. According to a recent WB's report, "incentives" to voluntary
retirernent were responsible for 50,000 civil servants resignations in
a period of only four mandis (The World Bank, 1993b).

The social impacts of lhe massive liquidation of jobs in ifie public
sector are seen by the WB as an unwanted, aithough inevitable,
consequence of the reforming process. Recovering of the
ernployment levei is cieared seen as a long temi indirect result of
the adjustment process. Despite a virtual halting of lhe econornie
activities was expected in some regions, no preliminary assessrnent
of its social irnpacts was conducted. The oniy cornpensatory
measures proposed in the agreement documents are the need of
food supplernent to extremely poor families and the creation of a
Social lnvestment Fund to finance community projects.
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In 1991, one year after the first commitments towards SA, a WB
mission visited the country to elaborate a Poverty Assessment Report
(The World Bank, 1993b). The docurnent, issued in 1993, recognizes
the effectivity of the macroeconomic policies to reverse economic
crisis and to laid down the right conditions for market operation and
future growth. 1-lowever, improvement of the persisting deep social
crisis would depend on timely responses to markets liberalization.
Employment, especially among the poorer, was still to recover, and
some groups would not be able to fully participate.

Deterioration of living conditions which resulted in the cholera
epidemic in 1991 are still present after the first three years of reforrn.
The sarne is the situation of the extremely poor small farrners of the
Sierra which hardly changed from the irrestricted opening of the
Peruvian markets.

For the poor, the WB's general recommendation is the
implementation of target programs directed to specific identified
needs. Despite the virtual dismantlirig of ifie public sector, most of
the proposais were designed to be implemented through public
programs. Also, mobilization of local non-professional people is
expected to complement areas such as primary health care for the
poor.5 An emergency work program is proposed, in which wages
should be set at no more than the minimum salary, in order to attract
private contractors and discourage people to leave higher paying
jobs to get the temporary employment.6

Some remarks on the Peruvian adjustment

The pre-adjustment scenario seems te allow littJe choice than reforni
to break the 1990 hyperinflation and macroeconomic crisis in Peru.
However, the reforrn agreed as a condition for IFIs adjustment loans
went much further than just economic reform. It was intended to

5 The use aI' non-professional people to assist lhe poor is  proposal strongly welcome in WB
documents. A cited reference for Ibis strategy is a program run by lhe Brazilian state of Ceara,
using health vis4tors to promete basic care orientation to marginal communities, wt,ich lias been
weloome for tis cost etfectivity. (The World Bank, 1995)

6 The long standing experience of Brazilian Northeast suggests that coliective worlç fronts are
more likely to benefititie poorwhen used to respond to specilíc product We needs of poor farTners,
rather than wasted lii 10w quality public works.
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change a whole structure of socioeconomic relations with little or
none participation of the society.

Although there is plenty of room for questioning the measures and
concepts foilowed in the Peruvian case, what is central in this analysis
is lhe character of MDB's intervenlion itselt The terms of the Peruvian
agreement demonstrate an unprecedented capacity of the WB not
only to replace nationai economic Ieadership, but also to exercise
political pressure for significant changes in a country's legislation.

4. The Brazilian performance on adjustment

Brazilian relations with IFIs have aiways had a mixed flavor sweet
when signing contracts and sour in limes of questioning lhe country's
proteccionist extemai policies. However, as the largest westem
potential receptor for lending, as well as its largest debtor, lhe country
have deserved some privileges, such as some room to make its
own po!icy "mistakes". In terms of lhe adjustment prescription, these
mistakes include the maintenance of a huge and inefficient public
sector, seconded by a large number of publie enterprises and banks,
responsible for a major share of lhe huge country's public deficit.

Since the early 1 970s, Poverty has entered lhe WB policy agenda
to stay. The Brazilian Northeast would be the stage for a number of
govemment initiatives supported by MDBs policies and technicai
advice. The attempt to modernize one of lhe poorest areas of LAC
has involved the creation of large irrigated schemes, which resulted
in more peopie expropriated than actually protected from drought.
On the infrastructure side, modem new roads were built ali over the
region, releasing the circuiation bottieneck. Electricity supply has
also improved from a number of reservoirs and power stations built
along the São Francisco valiey. In many of these projects, social
impacts were not anticipated, therefore minimizing compensation
and aggravating more than reiieving poverty condilions in the region!

Agricultura[ extension and research have both been iargely

7 Tite case of irTígation programe and lhe populalion resetilement for lhe construction of large
reservoirs are well docvmented. In ali cases, MDBs have demonstrated its virtual incapacity aí
exercising ris Ieverage power in favor of lhe poor. The almost ten years delay to complete the
resetiement of lhe population o! lhe Itaparica reservoir is lhe most notoijous.
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contemplated in the Brazilian portfolio. From 1967 to 1989, US$ 3
billion of WB loans were channeled for Agriculture and Rural
Development programs. To that amount should be added US$ 955
million of 1DB loans for the period 1961-1993. The Northeast alone
has theoretically received more than US$ 1 billion for the regions
POLONORDESTE and its successor the Northeast Rural
Development Project - PAPP.°

Achievements of this substantial amount of resources have been
mix. Poverty reduction strategy proved to be instrumental for extra-
regional sources of equipments, consultancy, and skilled labor
necessary for project design and implementation. The, region's
employment, both rural and urban, remains below national leveis,
highly dependent on the public sector, and showing no significant
improvement in productivity. Additional unemployment in major cities
was originated from the dismantling of most the industries attracted
to the region by fiscal incentives over the 1970s and 19805 and
later abandoned as fiscal adjustment progressed.

As a "final solution" for the Northeast, a 1988 WB policy paper on
Brazilian agriculture suggested the increasing of the spatial mobility
of the subsistence labor force as a way to break its insistence to
contaminate the regional indicators. The ignorance to the
fundamental positive contribution of small family farmers to food
and employment markets has been a major source of disagreement
from Rural Development analysts towards WB proposals9.

For the WB intemal evaluation department, lhe OED - Operations
Evaluation DepartmenV° -, Rural Development projects have suffered
from a number of design and implementation difficulties. One of the

8 Theoretically because only a small amount ol the loans are actually spent in the region. Most are
paid as consultant fees, industrial equipments, civil works by extra-regional contractors. The
edgence by MDBs of international bidding for most the contracts has also Iimited regional and
many limes national participation.

9 The above mentioned proposal for Peru of addressing poverty target prograrns to poor rural
farmers rattter than credir is indicative of this tendency.

10 The OED is recogriised for tis independence in conducting systematic project evaluations and
policy reviews. In the WB stiucture, it reports directly to 019 Bank's President and the Board of
Executive Directora During the last flve years, it produced major critical woilç on the WB policies
and practices - Hover, its great independenoe make it quite distant from the other departments,
creating resistance among Bank staff for 0* intemalisation of its recommendationa
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most visible in countries like Brazil has been the abandoning of the
project by Bank officials soon after the contract approval. Also, the
extreme complexity of multi-institutional projects has resulted in
failures during implementation. Project failures, from the OED
perspective, were mainly dueto little adhesion to either sector policies
or project original objectives. (World Bank, 1988)

On the other hand, from the Operations Departrnents" point of view,
project failures have mainly originated from institutional incapacity
of borrowing agencies to keep loan disbursements within the original
project timetable. This understanding has generated pressure for
spending, which in consequence compromises performance,
especially for social projects. The case of the NRDP-PAPP, the
cun'ent 10-years old rural development program for the Northeast,
is illustrative of the sacrifice imposed to beneficiaries by pressure
for lending.

The NRDP-PAPP was created in 1985, after extensive multi-
institutional debates mobilizing divergent social interests in the
Northeast region. It was designed to replace the highly centralized
and infrastructure-oriented POLONORDESTE program. A Rural
Unions support component, a land discrimination and titling
subproject, and a community based sub-program were included in
the PAPP project. By 1992, a rnid-term review detected significant
delays in the PAPP disbursement timetable. Coliaboration from
NGOs was suggested and a research was contracted by the WB to
assess regional capacity and interest from NGOs to participate in
the program. Preliminary results indicated a good potential for
regional NGO participation in the program. For Bank reviewers and
local NGOs, the reformulation should strengthen the community
based component of the PAPP, a sub-program to finance productive
small community projects.

However, participation in the PAPP reformulation was replaced by a
program reshaped from the Mexican Solidarity model, entirely
designed by Bank staif. Popular participation, as idealized in
Operational Directives and many interna[ policy papers, was still to

11 Operations Departments are those in charge of the proiect cycle: sector studies, identification,
preparation, appraisal, implementation reviews, monitouing and evaluation.
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become part ofthe Northeast project reality. (Stevulak, C. e Thomson
A., 1993)

Lacking of local participation in design and implernentation has been
a common feature of MDBs projects in Brazil. The 1DB is sorneway
ahead, exercising contacts at local levei more easily than the WB.
For the WB, the main obstacle to participation remains the recognition
by Bank operational staif of its importance for improvernent af project
performanc&2.

The low involvement of local people in project cycle becornes a
main reason for the little project ownership, which has perceived in
many evaluations as a main cause of project failure. At the sarne
time, the long and bureaucratic project preparation, averaging three
years, reduces the likelihood of a project proposed by a govemment
to be implemented by the sarne govemment. In rnany cases, this
reduces the political ownership of projects by local govemrnents,
making counter part funds unavailable and generating
irnplernentation delays.

Delays of the project implementation process have caused major
problems for the performance of Brazilian portfolio in recent years.
An immediate result of project delays are the increasing of
cornmitment fees. These fees are calculated mi undisbursed loans
and are due from the time a project contract is signed. High payrnents
for commitment fees are a good indicator of bad project
implementation performance. Overthe last nine years, official figures
estimated that Brazilian loans, undisbursed because of
implementation delays reached US$ 5.2 billion. In the same period,
commitment fees have reached US$ 100 million, including US$ 20
miltion due to project delays.

For Brazil, costs of MDBs relations have become higher than
expressed in monetary figures. To a growing negative net transfers
might be added increasing policy disagreernents in terms of the
speed of the adjustrnent process and the cost-effectivity of social

12 The problem ei Iow comniitment ol operational staff to participation was raised in 1993 by
senior World Bank managers during internal nieetings aimed ai ceating an strategy to increasing
popular participation in WB projects, in response to widespread criticism on this matter.
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projects supported by MDB513.

5. Conclusions

This paper discussed the relative importance and the increasing
role of MDBs in policy-based lending for structural adjustment in
LAC countries. Evidence from Peru and Brazíl suggests that sequeis
from MDB5 adjustment will have a more permanent character than
anticipated in MDBs current literature. Recent analysis of the LAC
capacity to repay MDBs loans indicates a tendency towards
increasing negative net flows at least until the beginning of nexi
century (Griffith-Jones, 1994). This trend will promote a growing
dependency of LAC from official multilateral lending.

The case of Peruvian adjustment highlights the significant
discompass between corrective macroeconomic measures and the
starting of effective economic recovering policies. The negative social
impact of the first years of stabilization was not made worsen only
because of the massive aid given by the international NGO
community (The World Bank, 1993b). Although economic recovering
is almost guaranteed by stabilization policies, itstiming and amplitude
has become highly unpredictable.

Despite the policy discourse towards popular participation,
involvement of NGOs in MDBs projects, commitment to poverty,
sustainable development and other issues, some policy and
operations MDB5 sectors insist to remain distant from borrowing
country's Civil Societies. Attempts to promote dialog between NGOs
and MDBs have been frustrated, as shown in the case of lhe Brazilian
NRDP-PAPP. More recently, a new attempt was made, with the
creation of the Rede Brasil on MDBs. The Rede (network) was
organized by Brazilian and international NGOs to develop and
exchange qualified information about MDBs projects and policies of
social interest. Also, it is intention to extend network activities to
promote lobby campaigns directed to improve project transparency
and local participation.14
13 A recent research conducted by a Brazilian echolar has Iaid serious questons on the effectívity

ofthe primary education projeets supported by MOBe in lhe country during lhe 1980s.

14 The network has open the public Eletronie Conference DESREDEBRASIL, available on lhe
Alternex (AX) network. Information on menibership and access can be obtained from
lNESCax.apc.org ar v.aIternex.com.br
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